The Museum has lately acquired another representation of a feng huang, usually miscalled phoenix, and thanks to i J recent discoveries we can give a more complete account of this remarkable bird, which turns <ff t out to be not so fabulous as we once supposed.
grown-ups call art. What are grown-ups themselves to a babe but giants, some kindly but some, alas, terrifying? What is any maltese but a saber-toothed tiger? What infant does not reach for a painted butterfly and weep when it eludes him? They are all there: dragons and hippogriffs, basilisks and phoenixes. Every infant knows them intimately. Babies very early learn to keep still about them, but they forget slowly. And until they have completely forgotten, they hold their elders in secret contempt. Why in heaven's name should anyone spend years collecting data on hippogriffs to become a doctor of philosophy, when hippogriffs are as common as mosquitoes? And why should Sinologues make such a to-do about phoenixes when phoenixes are on every twig? There is an answer to that, and if the children knew it they would feel more kindly towards us, because we are trying to arrange and catalogue the things they take as a matter of course.
This chimerical world, which all babes know and the mature call imagination and fantasy, has been set forth best of all by the Chinese. That four thousand years has not gone for nothing. The Chinese have always kept in key. They have stayed in harmony with the natural world, the laws and forces of nature. They have never entirely given up the knowledge in which for a brief moment all men are indeed equal. This is why their deities are serene and comforting and lovely; this is why their legendary birds and beasts are so real. And who ever looked at a Chinese dragon without a flicker of fear that one just might come wreathing down out of a black thunderstorm or clambering out of a whirlpool?
The pictorial flora and fauna of Chinese painting irritate our naturalists a good deal. They are quite complaisant about the ugly fish faces of Hieronymus Bosch, but they do not like a Chinese dragon or blue lion a bit.
Why? Because all the Chinese fantasy creatures are so well articulated that they are just barely possible, and that to a scientist is annoying. Naturalists are even more upset when archaeologists dealing with China go heavily to work to trace pedigrees for these outrageous birds and beasts. Indeed, the archaeologists are barked out of court, and it is only once in a millennium that a naturalist will concede them
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin www.jstor.org The phoenix, it at last appears, is Rheinart's ocellated argus, and it is a glorious bird. Its pedigree, its aimiable habits are described in an article in the November-December 1941 issue of the Zoological Society Bulletin. The characteristics that prove the case are those tremendously broad tail feathers, the tiny crest, the general diapered effect of the markings. huang where it appears merely as a symbol.
Here, working backwards, we pursue it from the time it has a character to represent it in a language we can read. But there is one analogy 99 too tempting not to mention. Again and again the early bronzes show an interlacing pictorial rebus with a bird and a beast, and the handles of the vessels represent a beast devouring a bird. We have no proof that these are an interpretation of the two original elements, yang and yin, male and female, sun and moon. But though set forth in a more brutal fashion, the beast and the bird of the early bronzes are certainly very like the dragon and the phoenix that in later times symbolize the emperor and empress (yang and yin). The feng huang certainly is a full-fledged creature in the Classics and seems so familiar a thing it needs no footnotes or explanation. Here in the earliest recorded literature we find the feng huang already established as a symbolic bird.
In the Shih Ching, or "Book of Poetry," we find:
The There is a bird whose shape is like a cock. It has five colors and stripes. It is called feng-huang.
[As the dragon is the chief of the animals, the phoenix is the chief of the birds. It is the symbol of happiness.] The stripes on the head are called virtue; the stripes on the wings, justice; on the back, politeness; those on the breast are called humanity; those on the stomach, honesty. This bird drinks and eats, sings and dances, by itself. When it appears the world enjoys peace.
These are the earliest references to the feng huang. As time went on many new attributes and stories surrounded it. Whenever one appeared, the event would be reported to the emperor at once, and there would be a great celebration on a national scale. The name of a place or the designation of the emperor's reign might be changed for such an event. We can find many such records in the dynasty histories. The Tz'u Yuan (Chinese Encyclopedic Dictionary) gives the five colors of the feng huang: blue, yellow, red, white, and black. This is part of the Chinese pedigree for the feng huang. The surprising thing is that so many characteristics of the seemingly fanciful bird of Chinese legend check with characteristics of Rheinart's ocellated argus. Delacour, stern ornithologist, sees the likeness in the very fancy description the Chinese give. In cold blood he points out: "From literature, the Phoenix's characteristics can be summarized as follows: 'It is a ground bird; it takes several years to reach maturity; sexes are different; it has the head of a cock, the neck of a snake, the chin of a swallow, the back of a tortoise and the tail of a fish; it has five colors and reaches a length of six feet.'" Westerners are not
